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Abstract
Let Φ be a root system of type G2, and let G be a group generated by non-trivial subgroups Aα , α ∈ Φ,
satisfying some generalized Steinberg relations, which are also satisfied by root subgroups corresponding to
a Moufang hexagon. These relations can be considered as a generalization of the element-wise commutator
relations in Chevalley groups. The Steinberg presentation specifies the groups satisfying the Chevalley
commutator relations. In the present paper some sort of generalized Steinberg presentation for groups with
root system of type G2 is provided. As a main result we classify the possible structures for G.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let B be an irreducible, spherical Moufang building of rank l  2,A an apartment of B and Φ
the set of roots of A. For each root α ∈ Φ let Aα be the root subgroup of Aut(B) associated to α
in the sense of Tits. Then we call G = 〈Aα | α ∈ Φ〉  Aut(B) the Lie-type group of B. (See
[Tim01, I §4 and II §5].)
The structure of the Lie-type groups corresponding to B and the Steinberg presentation of
the Chevalley groups inspired Timmesfeld to provide some sort of Steinberg presentation for all
Lie-type groups. He studied the following situation.
Let Φ be a root system of type Al , Bl , Cl , BCl , l  2, Dl , l  4, El , 6  l  8, F4 or G2
(for definitions see [Hum90] and [Bour02, p. 233]), and let G be an abstract group generated by
non-trivial “root” subgroups Aα , α ∈ Φ , satisfying the following hypothesis denoted by (S):
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[Aα,Aβ ] 〈Aiα+jβ | i, j ∈N and iα + jβ ∈ Φ〉.
Further, A2α Aα if 2α ∈ Φ .
(II) Xα := 〈Aα,A−α〉 is a rank one group with unipotent subgroups Aα and A−α for α ∈ Φ .
(For definition and properties of rank one groups, which will be used intensively in this
paper, see [Tim01, Chapter I].)
For a survey of Timmesfeld’s research work we refer to [Tim06, Introduction]. We use the con-
vention 〈∅〉 = 1. Hence, (I) implies A′α = 1 if 2α /∈ Φ and A′α A2α Z(Aα) if 2α ∈ Φ . Before
we go on, we establish some notation. Let G be a group, {Gi | 1  i  n} a set of subgroups
of G with G = 〈Gi | 1 i  n〉 and [Gi,Gj ] = 1 for i = j . Then we call G a central product of
the subgroups Gi , 1 i  n, and use the notation G =∗ni=1Gi . In this situation we call the Gi
central divisors of G.
Let G be a group satisfying (S) with some root system Φ . Suppose there exists an irreducible,
spherical Moufang building B with root system Φ and there is a surjective homomorphism
σ :G → G, where G denotes the Lie-type group of B, such that the Aα , α ∈ Φ , are mapped onto
the root subgroups of G corresponding to some apartment of B and such that kerσ  Z(G).
Then we say that G is a group of type B or Φ .
All Chevalley groups and all Lie-type groups corresponding to an irreducible, spherical Mo-
ufang building of rank l  2 satisfy (S). But other groups comply with these conditions, too.
In particular, all commutators in (I) might be trivial, in which case G is a central product of
the rank one groups Xα , α ∈ Φ . Timmesfeld’s aim was to specify the structure of the groups
satisfying (S). In a series of papers the following (see [Tim06, Theorem 1]) has been achieved:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose G satisfies (S) with Φ not of type G2. Let Ψ = {r ∈ Φ | 2r /∈ Φ} ∪
{s ∈ Φ | 2s ∈ Φ and As = A2s}. Then Ψ = ⋃˙Ψi , i ∈ I , such that the following hold:
(1) Ψi carries the structure of a root system of one of the types An, Bn, Cn, BCn, n  2, Dn,
n  4, En, 6  n  8, or F4 or Ψi = {±α} respectively Ψi = {±α,±2α} for some α ∈ Ψ .
Moreover, if Ψi is of type En, then Ψ = Φ is of type El and n l.
(2) G is a central product of the G(Ψi) := 〈Ar | r ∈ Ψi〉 and either G(Ψi) = Xα (if Ψi = {±α}
respectively Ψi = {±α,±2α}) or there exists a Moufang building Bi with “extended” root
system Ψi such that G(Ψi) is of type Bi .
The next example of [Tim05] serves to make 1.1 more transparent.
Example 1.2. Suppose Φ(= Ψ ) = C2 = {±r,±s,±(r + s),±(2r + s)}. Further, Ψ1 = {±s},
Ψ2 = {±r,±(r + s),±(2r + s)} and G = G(Ψ1) ∗ G(Ψ2) with G(Ψ1) = Xs  SL2 respec-
tively G(Ψ2) = 〈Xr,Xr+s,X2r+s〉  SL3. We set α := r + s and consider the set Ψ2 = {±r,±α,
±(r + α)} as a root system of type A2 and we say: “Ψ2 carries the structure of a root system of
type A2.” But we stress that Ψ2 is no subsystem of Ψ . In this situation G satisfies 1.1 with Φ = C2
and Ψ1 of type A1 respectively Ψ2 of type A2. (Note that a rank one group is occasionally said
to be of type A1.)
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{±r,±s,±(r + s),±(2r + s),±(3r + s),±(3r + 2s)}. We will first prove
Proposition 1.3. Suppose G satisfies (S) with Φ of type G2. Let J denote the set of long roots
in Φ . Then one of the following holds:
(A) G is of type G2.
(B) G is of type A3.
(C) Either G = Xα ∗ CG(Xα) for some α ∈ Φ and Xβ  CG(Xα) for all β ∈ Φ \ {±α}, or
G = G(J ) ∗G(Φ \ J ) is of type A2 ×A2.
As our main result, we will finally show a statement analogous to 1.1 for Φ = G2 based
on 1.3.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose G satisfies (S) with Φ of type G2. Then the following hold:
(1) Φ = ⋃˙Ψi , where Ψi carries the structure of a root system of type G2, A2, A3 or C2 or
Ψi = {±αi} for some αi ∈ Φ .
(2) G is a central product of the subgroups G(Ψi), which are of type Ψi or G(Ψi) = Xαi
(if Ψi = {±αi}).
Müller has made a decisive step towards the solution of 1.3 in [Mü05]. He showed that either
all Aα , α ∈ Φ(= G2), are elementary Abelian 2-groups or elementary Abelian 3-groups, or the
statement of 1.3 holds. Characteristic 2 and 3 play an exceptional role in [Mü05], since firstly,
central involutions in certain rank one groups Xα have been used, which do not exist in charac-
teristic 2, and secondly, the classification has been reduced to [Tim03, Theorem 2], which does
not hold for a root system of type G2 in characteristic 3. For the proof of 1.3 and 1.4 we will
use the characteristic-free results of [Mü05] and extensive commutator calculations which can be
done in any characteristic. A result similar to 1.3 for a root system of type 2F4 has been proved
in my PhD thesis. This completes the theory of generalized Steinberg presentations.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we summarize preliminaries which are relevant to the proof of 1.3 and 1.4.
Regarding commutators we use the notation of [KS98]. We will often use the Dedekind identity
in the following slightly modified sense: Let G be a group, X G, 1 ∈ U ⊆ X and 1 ∈ A ⊆ G.
Then U(A ∩ X) = UA ∩ X. Rank one groups have been introduced by Timmesfeld. A group X
generated by two different nilpotent subgroups A and B satisfying: for each a ∈ A there exists
a b ∈ B with Ab = Ba and vice versa, is called a rank one group. We call the conjugates of A
(and B) unipotent subgroups of the rank one group X. For the convenience of the reader, in the
following we will collect some properties of rank one groups which are needed for the proof
of 1.4. Proofs of these properties are given in [Tim01, Chapter I].
Theorem 2.1. Let X = 〈A,B〉 be a rank one group with unipotent subgroups A and B .
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σ(X) = 〈σ(A),σ (B)〉
is a rank one group with unipotent subgroups σ(A) and σ(B).
(2) We have NA(B) = 1 = NB(A).
(3) For C,D ∈ AX with C = D and d ∈ D we have X = 〈C,D〉 = 〈C,d〉.
(4) X acts doubly transitively on the set AX . In particular, there exists an x ∈ X with Ax = B
and Bx = A. (We use the notation A x←→ B for this.)
(5) 〈aX〉 is not nilpotent for a ∈ A. In particular, X is not nilpotent.
3. Notation and basic results
In the next three sections we will prove 1.3 and 1.4. To begin with, we introduce some nota-
tion. Let Φ be a root system of type G2:
r−r
3r + s
−s
s
−3r − s
2r + s
3r + 2s
−3r − 2s
r + s
−r − s−2r − s
Assume G satisfies (S) with Φ = G2. Let J denote the set of long roots in Φ . For α ∈ Φ let
Uα := 〈Aβ | β ∈ Φ, α < β < −α〉,
where α < β < −α means that β is between α and −α clockwise. We notice that the
commutator relations in (I) provide the identity Uα =∏α<β<−α Aβ , where the roots are or-
dered “from α to −α.” For example, we have U−r = 〈As,Ar+s ,A3r+2s ,A2r+s ,A3r+s〉 =
AsAr+sA3r+2sA2r+sA3r+s . Further, for α ∈ J we define Wα := 〈Aβ | β ∈ J, α < β < −α〉
and Vα := WαAγ , where γ denotes the short root lying between the long roots β and δ with
Wα = AβAδ . For example W−3r−s = AsA3r+2s and V−3r−s = AsAr+sA3r+2s . Note that 2.1(4)
guarantees the existence of some nα ∈ Xα with Aα nα←→ A−α for each α ∈ Φ .
The next lemma is a direct consequence of (S). In the following we will use it in almost every
proof.
Lemma 3.1. Let α,β ∈ Φ . Then:
(1) Uα and U−α are Xα-invariant.
(2) AαUα and A−αUα are nilpotent.
(3) Aα ∩Uα = 1 = A−α ∩Uα . In particular, Aα ∩Aβ = 1 for β = α.
Proof. See [Tim03, (2.1)]. 
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Proof. By 2.1(5), 〈yXα 〉 is not nilpotent, since it is not nilpotent modulo Uα . 
Nilpotence argument 3.3. Let α,β, γ ∈ Φ with α < β = γ < −α and [Xγ ,Xα] = 1. Further,
let Aˆβ be a non-empty subset of Aβ with Aˆnαβ ⊆ AγUγ . Then Aˆnαβ ⊆ Uγ .
Proof. Suppose that the assertion is false. Then there exists a y ∈ Aˆnαβ with y ∈ AγUγ \Uγ .
By 3.2, 〈yXγ 〉 is not nilpotent. As [Xγ ,Xα] = 1, we get, on the other hand,
〈
yXγ
〉

〈(
Aˆ
nα
β
)Xγ 〉= 〈(AˆXγβ
)nα 〉,
and 〈(AˆXγβ )nα 〉  Unαγ or 〈(AˆXγβ )nα 〉  Unα−γ by 3.1(1). But these are nilpotent by 3.1(2), a con-
tradiction. 
Remark 3.4. We can conclude the analogous assertion for Aˆnαβ AγU−γ .
Lemma 3.5. Suppose there exist roots α,β ∈ Φ with [Xα,Aβ ] = 1. Then there is no a−β ∈ A−β
with anα−β ∈ Uβ or anα−β ∈ U−β .
Proof. Without loss, suppose there exists an a−β ∈ A−β with anα−β ∈ Uβ . Then we have Xnαβ =〈Aβ,a−β〉nα  〈Aβ,Uβ〉 = AβUβ , a contradiction to 3.1(2) and 2.1(5). 
The starting point for the next steps is
Lemma 3.6. One of the following holds:
(1) G = Xα ∗CG(Xα) for some α ∈ J and Xβ  CG(Xα) for all β ∈ Φ \ {±α}.
(2) [Aα,Aβ ] = Aα+β for all α,β ∈ J with α + β ∈ J .
Proof. See [Tim03, (2.5)]. 
Now, we state the characteristic-free results of [Mü05] without proof.
Lemma 3.7. One of the following holds:
(1) G(J ) is of type A2 and not all short root subgroups commute with all long ones.
(2) (C) of 1.3 holds.
From now on we assume 3.7(1). Without loss, let Ar be a short root subgroup not commuting
with all long ones. By (I) this means [Ar,As] = 1 = [Ar,A−3r−s]. Then, by [Mü05], we obtain:
Theorem 3.8.
(1) For the actions of Xs on Us and Us := Us/Vs the following hold:
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(b) Us = Ar+s ×Ar and
CUs (As) = Ar+s = [Ar,As] = [Ar, as],
CUs (A−s) = Ar = [Ar+s ,A−s] = [Ar+s , a−s]
for all as ∈ As , a−s ∈ A−s .
(2) We have Anαβ = Aβwα for each α ∈ J and all β ∈ Φ , where wα denotes the reflection along α
on Φ .
(3) All Aα , α ∈ Φ , are elementary Abelian p-groups for the same prime p or all Aα , α ∈ Φ , are
torsion-free and divisible.
4. The type of G depending on two commutators
In this section we suppose that G(J ) is of type A2 and [Ar,As] = 1. Then, depending
on [Ar+s ,Ar ], we will be able to conclude whether (A) or (B) of 1.3 holds.
The next lemma shows that [Us,A2r+s] is either “minimal” or “maximal.”
Lemma 4.1. For α ∈ J , γ ∈ Φ \ J with α < γ < −α and [Xα,Xγ ] = 1 respectively for a non-
empty subset Aˆγ of Aγ we have either [Uα, Aˆγ ] = 1 or [Uα, Aˆγ ] = Wα .
Proof. As [Aˆγ ,Xα] = 1 and by 3.1(1), the commutator [Uα, Aˆγ ] is Xα -invariant. Further, the
relations in (I) yield [Uα, Aˆγ ]AβAδ = Wα . By [Tim98, (2.1)], Wα is an irreducible Xα -
module. Hence, either [Uα, Aˆγ ] = 1 or [Uα, Aˆγ ] = Wα . 
We will see that [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1 implies [Us,A2r+s] = Ws . Further, we will show that in this
situation the root subgroups, relabeled by a root system of type A3, always satisfy the commutator
relations in (I) with equality. This yields, by [Tim03, Theorem 2], that G is of type A3. There-
fore, (B) of 1.3 holds. If [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1, then we will conclude that the assumptions of [Tim03,
Theorem 1] are fulfilled. Thus, G is of type G2, i.e. (A) of 1.3 holds. The next table outlines the
possibilities (under the assumptions of this section).
[Ar+s ,Ar ] [Us,A2r+s] Type Example
= 1 = Ws A3 SL4(F )
= 1 = Ws G2 G2(2)
= 1 = 1 G2 G2(3)
We set
Nr :=
{
x ∈ U−r
∣∣ [x,Ar,Ar ] = 1
}
and
N−r :=
{
x ∈ U−r
∣∣ [x,A−r ,A−r ] = 1
}
.
Note that Nr
nr←→ N−r . Further, Nr (respectively N−r ) is a subgroup of U−r , since
CU−r (Ar)U−r (respectively CU−r (A−r )U−r ).
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Lemma 4.2. If [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1, then Nr Ar+sVs .
Proof. The commutator relations in (I) imply [Vs,Ar,Ar ] = 1. This shows Vs Nr . Suppose
there exist elements as ∈ As and ar+s ∈ Ar+s with asar+s ∈ Nr . Then [asar+s ,Ar,Ar ] = 1.
Therefore, we have [asar+s,Ar ] C(Ar). By 3.8(1), we obtain [asar+s ,Ar ]Vs = Ar+sVs . Thus,
we get Ar+sVs = CAr+sVs (Ar)Vs , and so
[Ar+s ,Ar ]
[
CAr+sVs (Ar)Vs,Ar
]= [Vs,Ar ]A3r+s .
By conjugation with ns and by 3.8(2) respectively 3.1(3), this implies
[Ar,Ar+s] = [Ar+s ,Ar ]ns A3r+s ∩Ans3r+s = A3r+s ∩A3r+2s = 1,
a contradiction to [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1. 
Corollary 4.3. If [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1, then V nr−3r−s Ar+sVs.
Proof. The commutator relations in (I) imply V−3r−s  N−r . By 4.2 and as Nr nr←→ N−r , we
obtain V nr−3r−s N
nr−r = Nr Ar+sVs , as required. 
Lemma 4.4. If [Us,A2r+s] = Ws and [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1, then Anrs A2r+sA3r+s .
Proof. By 3.8(2), we get As = An3r+s3r+2s = [Ar+s ,A2r+s]n3r+s = [Ar+s ,A−r ], since[Us,A2r+s] = Ws . By 4.3, this implies
Anrs = [Ar+s ,A−r ]nr =
[
A
nr
r+s ,Ar
]
 [Ar+sVs,Ar ] Vs.
Thus, we have Anrs  U3r+2s by the nilpotence argument, since [X3r+2s ,Xr ] = 1. By the
Dedekind identity and 3.1(3), this yields
Anrs A3r+2sA2r+sA3r+s ∩U3r+2s
= (A3r+2s ∩U3r+2s)A2r+sA3r+s = A2r+sA3r+s . 
Remark 4.5. By the commutator relations in (I) and 3.8(2) each Aα , α ∈ J , commutes ex-
actly with two of the three short root subgroups contained in Uα respectively U−α . Suppose
[Us,A2r+s] = Ws , i.e. [Ar+s ,A2r+s] = A3r+2s and [A2r+s ,Ar ] = A3r+s . Then this property
transfers, conjugating by nβ , β ∈ J , to all Uα , α ∈ J , in a certain manner. That is, [Uα,Aγ ] = Wα
for α ∈ J , γ ∈ Φ \ J with α < γ < −α and [Xα,Xγ ] = 1. Suppose [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1. Then we
have 1 = [Ar+s ,Ar ]n3r+s = [Ar+s ,A−2r−s] respectively 1 = [Ar+s ,Ar ]n3r+2s = [A−2r−s ,Ar ]
by conjugation with n3r+s respectively n3r+2s .
In the following we will show some further symmetries of the assumptions for the Uα , α ∈ J .
Lemma 4.6. If [Us,A2r+s] = Ws and [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1, then [A−r ,A2r+s] = 1.
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[A−r ,A2r+s] = 1, (4.6.1)
and show that this leads to a contradiction.
Step 1. At first, we will point out that under these assumptions
CU−r (A−r ) = AsA3r+2sA2r+s . (4.6.2)
We have AsA3r+2sA2r+s  CU−r (A−r ) by (I) and (4.6.1). To get the opposite inclusion, we
show CA3r+sAr+s (A−r ) = 1. Let a3r+s ∈ A3r+s and ar+s ∈ Ar+s with a3r+sar+s ∈ CU−r (A−r ).
Then we have 1 = [a3r+sar+s , a−r ] = [a3r+s , a−r ]ar+s [ar+s , a−r ] for each a−r ∈ A−r . Since
[Ar+s ,A−r ]  As and [As,Ar+s] = 1, this shows [a3r+s ,A−r ]As . Suppose a3r+s = 1.
Then A−rAsA3r+2s is invariant under 〈a3r+s ,A−3r−s〉 = X3r+s , and we obtain A2r+s =
A
n3r+s−r  A−rAsA3r+2s  U−2r−s by 3.8(2), a contradiction to 3.1(3). Suppose there is an
ar+s ∈ Ar+s with [ar+s ,A−r ] = 1. Then we have Xr+s = 〈ar+s,A−r−s〉 C(A−r ), since
[A−r−s ,A−r ] = [A2r+s ,A−r ]n3r+2s = 1. But [Ar+s ,A−r ] = As by 4.5, a contradiction. Thus,
we have (4.6.2).
Step 2. Next, we will show Nr = Ar+sVs and [Ar+s ,Ar ] CA2r+s (Xr). The commutator rela-
tions in (I) and Lemma 3.8(1) yield
[Ar+s ,Ar ] [Ar+sVs,Ar ] =
[[As,Ar ]Vs,Ar
]
= [As,Ar,Ar ][Vs,Ar ] = [As,Ar,Ar ]A3r+s .
By (I) and (4.6.1), we also have
[As,Ar,Ar ]nr = [Anrs ,A−r ,A−r ] [U−r ,A−r ,A−r ] = [A3r+s ,A−r ,A−r ]As
because of the invariance of U−r under nr . By 4.4, this shows
[Ar+s ,Ar ] ⊆ An
−1
r
s A3r+s ⊆ A2r+sA3r+s . (4.6.3)
Using the Dedekind identity, this implies
[Ar,Ar+s] = [Ar+s ,Ar ]ns A2r+sA3r+s ∩ (A2r+sA3r+s)ns
= A2r+sA3r+s ∩A2r+sA3r+2s = A2r+s(A3r+s ∩A2r+sA3r+2s)
A2r+s(A3r+s ∩U−3r−s) = A2r+s
by 3.8(2) and 3.1(3), i.e.
[Ar+s ,Ar ]A2r+s . (4.6.4)
As [Ar+s ,Ar ] is Ar -invariant, we obtain [Ar+s ,Ar,Ar ]A2r+s ∩A3r+s = 1 by 3.1(3). There-
fore, Ar+s Nr , i.e. [Ar+s ,Ar ] C(Ar). By 4.2, (4.6.4) and (4.6.1), this means Nr = Ar+sVs
and [Ar+s ,Ar ] CA2r+s (Xr).
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A2r+sV−3r−s ⊆ N−r . We show N−r ∩ A3r+s = 1, to get the opposite inclusion. Let
a3r+s ∈ N−r ∩ A3r+s . As A3r+s  CU−r (Ar), we obtain anr3r+s ∈ CU−r (A−r ). Thus,
a
nr
3r+s ∈ Nr ∩CU−r (A−r ). By (4.6.2) and Step 2, this implies anr3r+s ∈ AsA3r+2sA2r+s ∩Ar+sVs .
Using the Dedekind identity, we have
a
nr
3r+s ∈ (As ∩Ar+sVs)A3r+2sA2r+s ⊆ (As ∩Us)A3r+2sA2r+s = A3r+2sA2r+s
by 3.1(3). That is, anr3r+s = a3r+2sa2r+s for some a3r+2s ∈ A3r+2s and for some a2r+s ∈ A2r+s .
Suppose a3r+s = 1. Then Ar does not centralize a2r+s , since otherwise a3r+s ∈ CU−r (A−r ),
a contradiction to (4.6.2) and 3.1(3). By 4.1, this implies [a2r+s ,Us] = Ws . In particular,
A3r+2s = [a2r+s ,Ar+s] = [a3r+2sa2r+s ,Ar+s] =
[
a
nr
3r+s ,Ar+s
]
.
By 4.3, we have A3r+2s = An
−1
r
3r+2s = [a3r+s ,An
−1
r
r+s]  [a3r+s ,Ar+sVs] = 1, since
[Xr,X3r+2s] = 1, a contradiction. Hence, there is no a3r+s ∈ A3r+s with a3r+s ∈ N−r . Thus,
N−r = A2r+sV−3r−s .
Finally, we return to the original aim and show that a contradiction arises from (4.6.1), using
the earlier steps. As Anr2r+s N
nr
r = N−r = A2r+sV−3r−s , we get
A
nr
3r+s = [A2r+s ,Ar ]nr =
[
A
nr
2r+s ,A−r
]
 [A2r+sV−3r−s ,A−r ]As.
By (4.6.3) and as [Ar+s ,Ar ] CA2r+s (Xr), we have
[Ar+s ,Ar ] = [Ar+s ,Ar ]nr AsAnr3r+s ∩A2r+s As ∩A2r+s = 1,
a contradiction. 
Corollary 4.7. Suppose that the assumptions of 4.6 hold. Then
[A−r ,A−r−s] = 1 = [A−r−s ,A2r+s].
Proof. This follows from 4.6. 
Theorem 4.8. If [Us,A2r+s] = Ws and [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1, then G is of type G2.
Proof. By symmetry [Tim03, Theorem 1] respectively 3.8(2), it is enough to show that Anαβ =
Aβwα for one short root α ∈ Φ \ J and for all β ∈ Φ . Without loss, let r be this short root.
Step 1. At first, we will show that Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s is invariant under each nr , that is
(Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s)nr = Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s . (4.8.1)
For this it is sufficient to show
(Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s)nr Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s . (4.8.2)
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(Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s)n
−1
r Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s .
Thus, Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s  (Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s)nr . This shows (4.8.1).
On the one hand, Anr3r+2s = A3r+2s , since [Xr,X3r+2s] = 1 by (I). On the other hand,
we have the same properties for U−3r−s as for Us by 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. It suffices to show
A
nr
2r+s Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s by symmetry. Lemma 3.1(1) implies Anr2r+s  U−r . Actually,
we obtain Anr2r+s N
nr
r = N−r A2r+sV−3r−s by 4.2 and by symmetry. Further, we have
[Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s ,A−r ,A−r ]As by (I). By 4.4, this implies
[
(Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s)nr ,Ar,Ar
]
Anrs A2r+sA3r+s .
Suppose Anr2r+s  Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s . Then there exists an as ∈ As with [as,Ar,Ar ] 
A2r+sA3r+s . By (I) and by 3.8(1), we then get
[Ar+s ,Ar ] [Ar+sVs,Ar ] =
[[as,Ar ]Vs,Ar
]
A2r+sA3r+s .
Resulting from this, analogously as in Step 2 in the proof of 4.6, we obtain [Ar+s ,Ar ]A2r+s
and [Ar+s ,Ar,Ar ] = 1. By 4.2, this means
Nr = Ar+sVs. (4.8.3)
Next, we will show that, resulting from [Ar+s ,Ar,Ar ] = 1, we also have [A2r+s ,A−r ,A−r ] = 1.
Suppose [A2r+s ,A−r ,A−r ] = 1. An application of 3.8(1) to U−3r−s and the commutator rela-
tions in (I) imply
1 = [A2r+s ,A−r ,A−r ] = [A2r+sV−3r−s ,A−r ,A−r ]
= [[A3r+s ,A−r ]V−3r−s ,A−r ,A−r
]
= [A3r+s ,A−r ,A−r ,A−r ]
 [U−r ,A−r ,A−r ,A−r ].
But we have [U−r ,Ar,Ar,Ar ]  [Ar+sVs,Ar,Ar ] = 1 by (4.8.3), a contradiction. Therefore,
[A2r+s ,A−r ,A−r ] = 1. This implies [Anr2r+s ,Ar,Ar ] = 1. Thus, [as,Ar,Ar ] = 1 for some as ∈
A

s by assumption. But this contradicts (4.8.3). All in all, we have Anr2r+s  Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s ,
which implies (4.8.1).
Step 2. Next, we will show
As
nr←→ A3r+s . (4.8.4)
To prove (4.8.4), we argue as follows: At first, we will show that [Ar+s ,Ar ]A3r+s and
As[A2r+s ,A−r ] are conjugate by nr . From this we will conclude U ′s ←→ U ′−3r−s . Let A◦γ :=
Aγ ∩U ′α for α ∈ J , γ ∈ Φ \ J with α < γ < −α and [Xα,Xγ ] = 1. We will show that A◦r+s and
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relation in (4.8.4).
We have [Us,A2r+s] = Ws by assumption. By (I), we get
[Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s ,Ar ] = [Ar+sA2r+s ,Ar ]
= [Ar+s ,Ar ][A2r+s ,Ar ] = [Ar+s ,Ar ]A3r+s
respectively
[Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s ,A−r ] = [Ar+sA2r+s ,A−r ]
= [Ar+s ,A−r ][A2r+s ,A−r ] = As[A2r+s ,A−r ].
By Step 1, [Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s ,Ar ] and [Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s ,A−r ] are conjugate by nr . Thus,
[Ar+s,Ar ]A3r+s nr←→ As[A2r+s ,A−r ]. This shows that AsA◦r+sA3r+2s and A3r+2sA◦2r+sA3r+s
are conjugate by nr , as
A3r+2s[Ar+s ,Ar ]A3r+s = U ′s = A3r+2sA◦2r+sA3r+s and
As[A2r+s ,A−r ]A3r+2s = U ′−3r−s = AsA◦r+sA3r+2s
respectively A3r+2s
nr←→ A3r+2s . Using the nilpotence argument, this yields
A◦2r+sA3r+s
nr←→ AsA◦r+s . (4.8.5)
Using the Dedekind identity and by 3.1(3), we obtain
A◦r+s
nr Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s ∩A◦2r+sA3r+s
= A◦2r+s(Ar+sA3r+2sA2r+s ∩A3r+s)
A◦2r+s(U−3r−s ∩A3r+s) = A◦2r+s ,
i.e. A◦r+snr  A◦2r+s . Symmetry implies A◦2r+snr  A◦r+s . Particularly, these relations also hold
for n−1r instead of nr , i.e. A◦r+sn
−1
r A◦2r+s and A◦2r+sn
−1
r A◦r+s . So we obtain
A◦r+s
nr←→ A◦2r+s . (4.8.6)
Further, conjugation with nr yields that A◦r+s = 1 holds if and only if A◦2r+s = 1 respectively that
A◦r+s centralizes A−r if and only if A◦2r+s  C(Ar). Based on these relations and on (4.8.5), we
show As
nr←→ A3r+s considering case by case:
(I) If A◦r+s = 1, then (4.8.4) is a direct consequence of (4.8.5) and (4.8.6). Note that in this case
U ′s = Ws and [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1.
(II) If A◦r+s = 1, then Ws <U ′s and we treat the following two subcases:
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Ws by Lemma 4.1. Thus, particularly [A◦r+s ,A−r ] = As respectively [A◦2r+s ,Ar ] =
A3r+s . Conjugation with nr provides
Anrs = [A◦r+s ,A−r ]nr = [A◦2r+s ,Ar ] = A3r+s ,
and we are done.
(b) If [A◦r+s ,A−r ] = 1, then conjugation with n3r+s provides
1 = [A◦r+s ,A−r ]n3r+s = [A◦r+s ,A2r+s]. (4.8.7)
Further, by (4.8.6), conjugation with n3r+2s implies
A◦−r−s
nr←→ A◦−2r−s . (4.8.8)
We show As
nr←→ A3r+s , by verifying
CAsA◦r+s (A
◦−2r−s) = As and (4.8.9)
CA◦2r+sA3r+s (A
◦−r−s) = A3r+s . (4.8.10)
Together with (4.8.5) and (4.8.8), these imply (4.8.4).
It suffices to prove (4.8.9) by symmetry. We have As  CAsA◦r+s (A◦−2r−s) by (I). We show
CA◦r+s (A
◦−2r−s) = 1, to get the opposite inclusion. Suppose there is some 1 = a◦r+s ∈ A◦r+s with[a◦r+s,A◦−2r−s] = 1. Then it follows that 〈A2r+s ,A◦−2r−s〉 = X2r+s  C(a◦r+s) by (4.8.7). Fur-
ther, conjugation with n3r+s provides [a◦r+s ,Xr ] = 1. But this yields
1 = a◦r+s = a◦r+snr ∈ A◦r+s ∩A◦2r+s = 1
by 3.1(3) and (4.8.6), a contradiction.
Hence, we obtain in all cases As
nr←→ A3r+s . Further, conjugation with n3r+2s implies
A−3r−s
nr←→ A−s .
Step 3. Next, we will show
Ar+s
nr←→ A2r+s , (4.8.11)
by verifying
CAr+sA3r+2sA2r+s (A−3r−s) = Ar+s and (4.8.12)
CAr+sA3r+2sA2r+s (A−s) = A2r+s . (4.8.13)
These prove (4.8.11), because the centralizers in (4.8.12) and in (4.8.13) are conjugate by
nr by Steps 1 and 2. By symmetry it suffices to show (4.8.13). By (I), we have A2r+s ⊆
CAr+sA3r+2sA2r+s (A−s). To get the opposite inclusion, we verify CAr+sA3r+2s (A−s) = 1. Let
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yields ar+sa3r+2s ∈ C(Xs). Using the Dedekind identity, we get
ar+sa3r+2s = (ar+sa3r+2s)ns ∈ Ar+sA3r+2s ∩Ansr+sAns3r+2s
⊆ Ar+sA3r+2sA3r+s ∩ArA3r+s
= A3r+s(Ar+sA3r+2sA3r+s ∩Ar)A3r+s(U−r ∩Ar) = A3r+s
by 3.8(2) and 3.1(3). By 3.1(3), this implies
ar+sa3r+2s ∈ Ar+sA3r+2s ∩A3r+s U−3r−s ∩A3r+s = 1.
Therefore, ar+s = a−13r+2s ∈ Ar+s ∩ A3r+2s = 1 and we are done. Thus, Ar+s
nr←→ A2r+s . Con-
jugation with n3r+2s also shows A−r−s nr←→ A−2r−s .
Finally, summarizing the results of the earlier steps, we have Anrβ = Aβwr for all β ∈ Φ . There-
fore, G is of type G2. 
Now, we turn to the type A3. To begin with, we formulate some lemmas. Then we will show
that under the assumption [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1 (together with the assumptions of this section), G is of
type A3.
Lemma 4.9. We have CVα (A−γ ) = 1 for α ∈ J , γ ∈ Φ \ J with α < γ < −α and [Xα,Xγ ] = 1.
Proof. Let vα := aβaγ aδ ∈ C(A−γ ) with aβ ∈ Aβ , aγ ∈ Aγ and aδ ∈ Aδ . Without loss, let α <
β < δ < −α. Suppose aβ = 1. By [Tim01, II(1.2)] and as [aγ aδ,A−α] = 1, we then get Aδ =
[vα,A−α] C(A−γ ), a contradiction to [Aδ,A−γ ] = 1 by 4.5. Suppose aδ = 1. Analogously as
above, Aβ = [vα,Aα] C(A−γ ), a contradiction to 4.5. Further, NAγ (A−γ ) = 1 by 2.1(2). This
proves the assertion. 
Lemma 4.10. If [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1, then [As,Ar ] = Ar+s and [A−s ,Ar+s] = Ar .
Proof. We get [As,Ar ]  CAr+sVs (A−2r−s), as [As,A−2r−s] = 1 and [Ar,A−2r−s] =
[Ar,Ar+s]n3r+2s = 1. Using 4.9, this yields
[As,Ar ]Ar+sCVs (A−2r−s) = Ar+s ,
as 1 = [Ar+s ,Ar ]n3r+s = [Ar+s ,A−2r−s]. We have [As,Ar ]Vs = Ar+sVs , by 3.8(1). Together
with [As,Ar ]  Ar+s , this implies [As,Ar ] = Ar+s . By 3.8(2), conjugation with ns yields
[A−s ,Ar+s] = [As,Ar ]ns = Ansr+s = Ar . This completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.11. If [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1, then Anrs Ar+s .
Proof. The group AsAr+s is Xr -invariant, since, on the one hand, [As,A−r ] = 1 and
[Ar+s ,A−r ]  As by (I), and, on the other hand, [As,Ar ] = Ar+s by 4.10 and [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1
by assumption. Suppose there exists some 1 = as ∈ C(Ar). Then Xs = 〈as,A−s〉 C(Ar), since
[Ar,A−s] = 1 by (I). But this contradicts [As,Ar ] = 1. Hence, CAsAr+s (Ar) = Ar+s . Thus,
A
nr
s Ar+s . 
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Proof. Assume [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1 and [Us,A2r+s] = 1. Then Xr centralizes As , since Anrs Ar+s
by 4.11 and since Ar+s  C(Xr), as 1 = [Ar+s ,A2r+s]n3r+s = [Ar+s ,A−r ]. But this contradicts
[As,Ar ] = 1 by assumption. 
Theorem 4.13. If [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1, then G is of type A3.
Proof. Let Φ0 = {±R,±S,±T ,±(R + S),±(S + T ),±(R + S + T )} be a root system of
type A3. We relabel the root subgroups according to [Mü05, Proposition 4.4] (i.e. r → R,
s → S and −3r − 2s → T ), and verify that G satisfies the assumptions of [Tim03, Theorem 2]
with respect to Φ0, i.e. always equality holds in the commutator relations in (I). For this we
have to check 12 · 12 · 10 = 60 commutator relations. We obtain 45 directly by the relabeling.
For example: [AS,AR+S] = [As,Ar+s] = 1, [AS,A−T ] = [As,A3r+2s] = 1, [AS,A−R−S−T ] =
[As,A2r+s] = 1, [AS,A−S−T ] = [As,A3r+s] = A3r+2s = A−T , [A−R−S−T ,AR] =
[A2r+s ,Ar ] = A3r+s = A−S−T , [AR+S,AR] = [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1. Note that [Us,A2r+s] = Ws
by 4.12 and [AR+S,AR] = [Ar+s ,Ar ] = 1 by assumption. Conjugation with nα , α ∈ J ,
yields [Uα,Aγ ] = Wα for α ∈ J , γ ∈ Φ \ J with α < γ < −α and [Xα,Xγ ] = 1 re-
spectively [AR+S,AR+S+T ] = [Ar+s ,A−2r−s] = 1 = [A−2r−s ,Ar ] = [AR+S+T ,AR]. By 4.6
and 4.7, we obtain [A−R−S−T ,A−R] = [A2r+s ,A−r ] = 1, [A−R,A−R−S] = [A−r ,A−r−s] = 1
and [A−R−S,A−R−S−T ] = [A−r−s ,A2r+s] = 1. This implies that the assumptions of 4.10 are
satisfied for each α ∈ J . For example, we have [AR,AS] = [Ar,As] = Ar+s = AR+S re-
spectively [AR+S,A−S] = [Ar+s ,A−s] = Ar = AR . Therefore, always equality holds in the
remaining commutator relations in (I). Thus, G is of type A3. 
We complete the “type G2”-case by verifying that, when [Us,A2r+s] = 1, then G is of
type G2 (under the assumptions of this section).
Theorem 4.14. If [Us,A2r+s] = 1, then G is of type G2.
Proof. As [Us,A2r+s] = 1, we have [Uα,Aγ ] = 1 for each α ∈ J by 4.5. Thus, any two “neigh-
boring” short root subgroups commute. Further, by 4.12, the commutator of any two “non-
neighboring” short root subgroups is not trivial. We show that G is of type G2, by verifying
the assertions of [Tim03, Theorem 1]. By symmetry and by 3.8(2), it suffices to prove the conju-
gation properties for one short root. Without loss, let r be this short root.
Step 1. At first, we will show
Vs
nr←→ V−3r−s (4.14.1)
by verifying
CU−r (Ar) = Vs and (4.14.2)
CU−r (A−r ) = V−3r−s . (4.14.3)
These prove (4.14.1), since the above centralizers are conjugate by nr . By symmetry it is
enough to show (4.14.2). As [Us,A2r+s] = 1 and by (I), we have Vs  CU−r (Ar). To get
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and ar+s ∈ Ar+s . Then we obtain 1 = [ar , asar+s] = [ar , ar+s][ar , as]ar+s for each ar ∈ Ar .
This shows [Ar, as] Vs, since [Ar, ar+s] Vs and [Vs,Ar+s] = 1. Suppose as = 1. Then Vs =
[as,Ar ]Vs = Ar+sVs by 3.8(1). Therefore, Ar+s Ur+s , a contradiction to 3.1(3). Suppose that
there is an ar+s ∈ Ar+s with [ar+s ,Ar ] = 1. Then Xr+s = 〈ar+s ,A−r−s〉 centralizes Ar , since
[Ar,A−r−s] = 1, a contradiction. This implies (4.14.2). We analogously obtain (4.14.3). There-
fore, (4.14.1) holds.
Step 2. Next, we will show
Ar+s
nr←→ A2r+s . (4.14.4)
Using the nilpotence argument, we get
AsAr+s
nr←→ A2r+sA3r+s (4.14.5)
by Step 1, as [Xr,X3r+2s] = 1. Note that, on the one hand, Nr = Ar+sVs by 4.2 and (4.14.2).
On the other hand, an application of 4.2 to U−3r−s implies N−r = A2r+sV−3r−s by (4.14.3).
Together with (4.14.5), this shows
A
nr
r+s A2r+sV−3r−s ∩A2r+sA3r+s = A2r+s(A2r+sV−3r−s ∩A3r+s)
A2r+s(U−3r−s ∩A3r+s) = A2r+s .
Symmetry implies (4.14.4). Further, we obtain A−2r−s nr←→ A−r−s by conjugation with n3r+2s .
Step 3. Now, we will show
As
nr←→ A3r+s (4.14.6)
by verifying
CAsAr+s (A−2r−s) = As and (4.14.7)
CA2r+sA3r+s (A−r−s) = A3r+s , (4.14.8)
as the above centralizers are conjugate by nr by Step 2. By symmetry it suffices to show (4.14.7).
The commutator relations in (I) imply As ⊆ CAsAr+s (A−2r−s). To get the opposite inclusion, we
show CAr+s (A−2r−s) = 1. Suppose there is some 1 = ar+s ∈ Ar+s with [ar+s ,A−2r−s] = 1.
Then conjugation with n3r+s yields [ar+s ,Ar ] = [ar+s ,A−2r−s]n3r+s = 1. But this contra-
dicts (4.14.2) by 3.1(3). Therefore, (4.14.6) holds. By conjugation with n3r+2s we also have
A−3r−s
nr←→ A−s .
Hence, we obtain Anrβ = Aβwr for all β ∈ Φ . Together with 3.8(2), this means that the as-
sumptions of [Tim03, Theorem 1] are satisfied for G with respect to Φ = G2. Therefore, G is of
type G2. 
Finally, we will show that we are able to determine the type of G depending on [As,Ar ].
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Proof. In this section we have seen that if G is of type A3, then [As,Ar ] = Ar+s , and if
[As,Ar ] = Ar+s , then G is of type G2. Therefore, it suffices to exclude the possibility that
G is of type G2 although [As,Ar ] = Ar+s . Suppose [As,Ar ] = Ar+s . Then
[Ar+s ,Ar ] = [As,Ar,Ar ]Ar+s ∩ Vs = 1
by (I) and 3.1(3), since [As,Ar ] is Ar -invariant. But this is impossible if G is of type G2, so the
claimed result follows. 
All in all, we obtain the following classification:
[As,Ar ] Type
= Ar+s A3
= Ar+s G2
5. Possible central divisor decompositions of G
In this section we will investigate the possibility (C) of 1.3, by determining the possible central
divisor decompositions of G. That is: we are not only interested in the “splitting-off” of one
central divisor of G, but also in the structure of the “remaining part.” We will verify that G is
of type A2 × A2, C2 × A1 × A1, A2 × A1 × A1 × A1 or A1 × A1 × A1 × A1 × A1 × A1 if (C)
of 1.3 holds. Together with 1.3, this implies 1.4. Starting from 3.6 we will show that either none
or at least two of the rank one groups corresponding to the long roots are central divisors of G.
Suppose α,β ∈ J with β = ±α and G = Xα ∗ 〈Uα,U−α〉 and G = Xβ ∗ 〈Uβ,U−β〉. Then we
will show that the set Δ := Φ \ {±α,±β} is closed under commutators. Thus, G(Δ) satisfies the
assumptions of [Tim05, Corollary 3] with respect to Δ, considered as a root system of type C2.
This will enable us to complete the list of the possible factorizations of G.
By 3.6, either there is an α ∈ J such that Xα is a central divisor of G, or for the long root
subgroups always equality holds in (I). By Sections 3 and 4, in the latter case G(J ) is of type A2,
and G is of type A2 ×A1 ×A1 ×A1, A2 × A2, A3 or G2. Thus, in view of the proof of 1.4 we
may, and do, assume that there is a long root, which satisfies the assumptions of 3.6(1). In this
situation G(J ) = Xs ∗X3r+2s ∗X3r+s by [Tim01, II(1.2)].
Lemma 5.1. Suppose there exists an α ∈ J such that Xα is a central divisor of G. Then for
β ∈ J \ {±α} one of the following holds:
(1) The rank one group Xβ is a central divisor of G.
(2) Let Uβ = Aβ ′VβAβ ′′ with β ′, β ′′ ∈ Φ \ J and β < β ′ < β ′′ < −β . Then
CUβ (Aβ) = Aβ ′Vβ
nβ←→ Aβ ′′Vβ = CUβ (A−β) and
CU−β (A−β) = A−β ′V−β
nβ←→ A−β ′′V−β = CU−β (Aβ).
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Ar+sVs  CUs (As). Accordingly, there are two possibilities: either CAr (As) = 1 and so
CUs (As) = Ar+sVs or there exists an ar ∈ Ar with [ar ,As] = 1. In the latter case Xr =
〈ar ,A−r 〉 C(As), since [A−r ,As] = 1 by (I), and so [Us,As] = 1. Further, conjugation with
ns yields [Us,A−s] = 1, as Us is Xs -invariant by 3.1(1). Thus, [Us,Xs] = 1. It analogously
follows that either CUs (A−s) = ArVs or [Us,Xs] = 1. Taken together, we obtain for Us either
CUs (As) = Ar+sVs ns←→ ArVs = CUs (A−s)
or [Us,Xs] = 1. By the same argument, we get either [U−s ,Xs] = 1 or CU−s (A−s) =
A−r−sV−s
ns←→ A−rV−s = CU−s (As). Further, [Us,Xs] = 1 if and only if [U−s ,Xs] = 1, since
otherwise we obtain a contradiction to 3.5. Thus, either Xs is a central divisor of G or
CUs (As) = Ar+sVs ns←→ ArVs = CUs (A−s),
CU−s (A−s) = A−r−sV−s ns←→ A−rV−s = CU−s (As). 
In the following we will show that under the assumptions of 5.1 at least two rank one groups
corresponding to long roots are central divisors of G.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose Xα is a central divisor of G for some α ∈ J . Then there exists a
β ∈ J \ {±α} such that Xβ is a central divisor of G, too.
Proof. Without loss, let α = 3r + 2s. We assume that neither Xs nor X3r+s is a central divisor
of G, and lead this to a contradiction. We have CUs (As) = Ar+sVs ns←→ ArVs = CUs (A−s)
by 5.1. Repeated use of the nilpotence argument yields Ansr+s Ar , since
[Xs,X3r+2s] = [Xs,X2r+s] = [Xs,X3r+s] = 1.
Symmetry implies Ar+s
ns←→ Ar . This shows
[A−3r−s ,Ar ]ns = [A−3r−s ,Ar+s] = 1,
since G(J ) =∗β∈JXβ by [Tim01, II(1.2)]. But, by 5.1, this contradicts the assumption that
X3r+s is no central divisor of G. 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose there is an α ∈ J and there is a β ∈ J \ {±α} such that Xα , Xβ are central
divisors of G. Then the set Δ := Φ \ {±α,±β} is closed under commutators.
Proof. Without loss, let X3r+2s and X3r+s be central divisors of G. We show that the set Δ =
{±r,±s,±(r + s),±(2r + s)} is closed under commutators. By (I) and by symmetry, it suffices
to check the following four commutator relations: [Ar+s ,A2r+s] = 1, [As,Ar ]  Ar+sA2r+s ,
[Ar,A−2r−s] A−sA−r−s and [Ar+s ,Ar ] A2r+s . The validity of these relations is based on
the same principle: namely, we can “split off” the parts contained in 〈X3r+2s ,X3r+s〉 from the
commutators, since [Aα,Aβ ] = 1 for α ∈ {±(3r +2s),±(3r + s)} and β ∈ Φ \ {−α} by assump-
tion, but CAα(A−α) = 1 by 2.1(2). In detail:
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[As,Ar ] CAr+sVs (A−3r−2sA−3r−s)
 CAr+sA2r+sA3r+s (A−3r−s) = Ar+sA2r+s ,
[Ar,A−2r−s] CV3r+s (A3r+2s) = A−sA−r−s and
[Ar+s ,Ar ] CVs (A−3r−2sA−3r−s) CA3r+2sA2r+s (A−3r−2s) = A2r+s . 
By 5.2 we may, and do, assume that there is an α ∈ J and there is a β ∈ J \ {±α} such that Xα
and Xβ are central divisors of G. Lemma 5.3 shows that in this case G(Δ) satisfies the assump-
tions of [Tim05, Corollary 3] with respect to Δ. (Note that some originally short roots of Φ = G2
play the role of long roots in Δ, considered as a root system of type C2!) In total, G(Δ) is
of type C2, A2 ×A1 or A1 ×A1 ×A1 ×A1. As G = Xα ∗Xβ ∗G(Δ) and by the characteristic-
free results of Müller, we obtain the possibilities enumerated at the beginning of this section for
the structure of G in the case of (C) in 1.3. Together with 1.3, this implies 1.4. 
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